Abstract
What are the Linguistic Components ?
Since the advent of NLP most people mix the notions of words, terms and concepts. This is even true with scientists involved in knowledge representation. It follows some misunderstanding in numerous papers and it lacks common references on which to rely in case of doubt. The first part of this article aims at providing pragmatic definitions as well as didactic examples where necessary.
Starting from the Real World
Human beings are living in a world of physical objects and they need to communicate their feelings and observations about these objects. Some of these objects are in daily use and quite common to everybody, like an egg, a table or a car. Other physical objects are less easy to represent like the sea, a mountain or an abdomen. In addition, humans are able to build or to speak about more abstract objects based on the observation of physical objects, like happiness, a color, the night, a body process, pain, thirst or the silence. From the simplest physical object to the more abstract object, the need for a representation is evident. As soon as two persons want to exchange any information related to an object, some shared representation of this object is needed, whether it is a drawing in the sand, an x-ray film or a name especially designed to point to this object. Practically, no social activity would be possible without communication about objects.
The basic prerequisite of the communication process between human beings is a shared representation of the objects of the world.
Reference to History and Philosophy
All the history of philosophy of language and linguistic gives a rather unanimous point of view on the communication process between human beings. It may be drawn under the form of a triangle where the summits are : the object, the signs of this object and the semantic of this object [1] [2] . The object is the reality, the sign and the semantics are the representations for the communication process (see figure 1 ).
Figure 1 : The Entities for Human Communication Process
This approach has already been underlined in medical informatics in the past [3] and in the present [4] . In the following lines the focus will be on the explication of the sign and the semantics of objects in the linguistic domain. The science which study the signs and their significance is named the semiotics, where the work of Umberto Eco has to be mentioned [5] .
Communication Process in the Medical Domain
In this domain and numerous other domains of human activities, the signs which represent the objects of the world are specifically the words or occasionally a group of words. Different signs are used in other domains for graphical art or music, as well as for television or theater. In most modern languages the notion of words has been largely accepted though this is definitively not a necessary condition. The pictograms from the Chinese language are entities which represent much more than usual words in English or French. In our immediate neighborhood with the language of deafs one find another proof that the words are not the only way to instanciate a language. In our modern society, the widespread usage of logos to convey current messages is just another way to escape the words and to take advantage of human ability to memorize images and other visual forms.
The Medical Domain is Dominated by Texts.
This is not to say that other communication processes are not important, like images, sound, texture, colors, tenderness, odors, etc. Practitioners perfectly know how important are the different register of expression when they examine their patients. But whatever is the initial mode of observation, the physician and other health care providers will soon or later come to some written conclusion. In fact, the backbone of the medical record is the chronological list of notes about the patient mixed with reasoning and concluding assertions and leading to acts. The causal links between observations and acts are better expressed by texts than any other mean, at least in the present medical context in Western countries and others. And texts are built from words.
Is there any reason to add that words are made of letters? Of course they are, but there is no straightforward solution to infer the meaning of a word from the meaning of its letters. The letters convey a physical signal for example from paper to a human eye, but they generally do not convey a specific meaning related to the ongoing message. A better idea would be to mention that words are made of sounds, because the history of languages shows that that sounds have been chosen for their meaning. But such considerations which are essential for a complete understanding of the human communication process bring no relevant arguments in the present linguistic context. For that reason, the word is considered thereafter as an atom sign.
Speaking Horse to an Esquimau
Supposed one has to communicate to an Esquimau about horse. This nice person does not speak English and the word horse conveys no meaning to him. One can try with another sign for this same object like cheval in French, but Esquimau are not at all fluent in French. We can immediately see the role of the sign from such an example.
In the communication process between two human beings, when using the oral or written language, the words are used as pointers to objects. Their role is to « evoque » the objects. Such an arbitrary link between a word and an object is necessarily based on a predefined convention between the actors, stating which word is a pointer to which object. This kind of convention is different from one region to another leading to hundreds of languages on Earth. However, languages cannot be reduced to this only role. They are the vectors of cultural and social exchanges of knowledge in space and time.
A word is a sign which is acting in place of an object according to a convention between the actors of the communication process. No convention, no communication.
This is the place to quote Pierce to reinforce this definition : a sign is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity [6] .
A solution to the horse-Esquimau problem is to look for the translation of horse in the Esquimau language. Another one is to draw a horse on a paper or to simulate the cry of the horse. In fact in all situations we are looking for other signs until one is satisfactory. At some point in time the Esquimau will understand what is a horse and react correspondingly. Do we need in this communication process the presence of any horse? Certainly not. The object we are speaking about is somewhat abstract: we are interesting about the « idea » of a horse, but no peculiar animal of this species. The sign horse points to the semantics of horse: characteristics, properties, physical look, etc, which are associated to the object horse in the human mind.
The Sign
The Semantics
The Object
In the linguistic domain the semantics of an object is named a concept. The initial triangle is made now of the following entities : the object, the word and the concept. The word horse is a sign pointing to the concept horse (figure 2).
Words are not Concepts
Having recognized the duality word / concept, a difficulty immediately arises because the concepts have to be handled. There is a evident need, due to their large number, to organize and to structure the concepts in a model of the real world. In order to work with concepts, they have to be named. The process of naming concepts is a pure convention, but it commonly concludes to the usage of words as labels for the concepts. It would be much better to use drawings, icons or even numbers instead of words. This leads to the formulation of the following statement introducing the principle of a naming convention :
For convenient handling, each concept needs a label which identifies it amongst other. This naming process is arbitrary and has no significance in itself.
To quote the Galen approach a label is also known as a knowledge name. The problem of confusion being severe, different authors have adopted different conventions. The authors' group has adopted the solution of an explicite name plus a prefix cl_ meaning class. The concept of a body part is named cl_BodyPart ; another one is cl_pathologicalProcess.
A necessary property we need from a label is that it is pointing to a unique concept. This did not forbid that two different labels may point to the same concept, though such an approach could be misleading.
What is a synonym ?
The notion of synonyms has already been discussed [7] , but it should be restated in the context of words and concepts.
Coming back to our triangle and considering a single object, where can apply the notion of synonym ?
The concept of this object represents by definition the totality of its semantic. There is no place for an alternate or complementary concept related to the same object. Therefore, a concept is unique for a given object. On the contrary, multiple words may be pointing to the same concept. This is quite a common situation even in the same language. Therefore, multiple words for the same concept are candidates to be synonyms.
Synonym words (or group of words) are necessarily pointing to the same concept.
There are no synonym in the universe of concepts. This is indeed not a sufficient condition to a strict lexical point of view. This is also dependent on the definition of the concept in a given context, which may be more or less broad or detailed. Another difficulty is the fact that a noun and an adjective are pointing to the same concept, like liver and hepatic.
All concepts are different units of thought and they convey the semantics of different objects. There is not two concepts of horse or, if it is the case because of a distinction of race has to be made, there are two distinct physical objects. This fact preserve the basic idea of a unique concept for a single object. This is an essential difference between words and concepts and failure to understand that is a severe impediment to enter the cenacle of the knowledge community.
Words and Expressions
The direct observation of the medical domain shows clearly the presence of a variety of signs : some signs are single words and in other places they are expressions made of multiple words. Femur is a single word and meningoencephalitis is made of multiple words. Furthermore, an expression like Acquired pure red cell aplasia, issued from ICD10, is a sign made of multiple words for the diagnosis D60 in this classification, which is a concept we can name cl_ICD10_D60 for example. But the existence of a sign made of multiple words does not preclude of the the non-existence of a single word for this same concept. In fact, the above diagnosis D60 is conveniently pointed to by the single word erythroblastopenia (though they are not absolutely equivalent).
The compositionality of the medical language is high. This is due to the fact that medicine is essentially based on descriptions of situations which may require extreme precision. In addition this is a huge domain which accounts for more than 50 percent of human knowledge. Without composition the number of single words would be unmanageable and extremely difficult to master by a human brain. Therefore expressions in place of single words are quite common in the medical language. The medical domain is well known for the proliferation of concepts which are not represented by a single word, but by two or more words. This is true in different languages, though not necessarily for the same concept. Typically the concept named cl_LeftAnteriorDescendingCoronaryArtery is a concept where there is no hope to find a single word representation in any language. However, it is definitively the representation of a single well defined physical object. This is true of most of the arteries in the human body with quite a few exceptions like cl_Aorta. Figure 3 is an illustration of this situation. This same situation will be found with nerves or muscles.
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Occurrence of Multiple Words
At the danger of adding confusion to the debate, the above concept name is really misleading though it is quite convenient for many practical reasons. There are in fact a number of congenital anomalies related to the myocard. In some situation a left artery is no more on the left. However, the above label (being only a label and not a definition) is still pointing to the same object which intentional definition should be extended to « a usually left artery which may accidentally be located on the right ».
Annotating the Concepts and Collecting the Words
The task of collecting the words of a domain is tremendous. It has soon been recognized as an important task and numerous collections are in the public domain. This brings the definition of a first category of knowledge which people are aiming at, for the sake of building a large repository of medical linguistic knowledge in order to feed new NLP applications.
The first category of knowledge for medical linguistic is the collection of words and their syntactic attributes as language lexicons.
Building lexicons means collecting the words of the domain together with their syntax. This task is also known under the word annotation.
This approach is more complex for a multilingual dictionary as it will be seen later in this paper. The notion of a concept as a link between different word entries is primordial in a context of multiple languages.
Organizing the Concepts
Up to now, we have recognized the existence of concepts as units of thought referring physical and abstract objects. What about the number of concepts in this world and more specifically in the medical domain ? The authors have once made a rough evaluation of these numbers [8] and came to the estimation of more than 250'000 medical concepts out of more 500'000 concepts about all human activities. This is a big set and just enumerating the concepts may not be convenient. There is a strong need to organize the concepts.
Grouping Concepts into Classes
The first idea is to define some boxes labeled by the definition of their content and to distribute the concepts in all the boxes. There should be one and only one possible box for each concept. The immediate difficulty with such a process lays in the definition of what enters in a given box and why not in another neighbor box. Explicit definitions are sometimes not easily found and a box labeled metabolic disease is not trivially filled up. Just to name some useful boxes at this initial level, one can consider « signs and symptoms », « body parts », « body process », «bacteria and virus », « diseases », « health care actors », etc.
Considering the number of existing concepts, this « concept in a box » approach do not solve the problem of organizing the concepts. It will left thousands of boxes to classify from which the content may be not as consistent as expected. Furthermore, they are certainly more than 6000 signs and symptoms in medicine and this means we will have to deal with very big boxes without internal organization. The next step is then to organize each box of this initial grouping. When a box becomes too big, let's define two or more subboxes inside it with definitions which narrow the content. When a couple of boxes are a part of a more general entity, let's create a superbox to pack them with a more general definition of the content.
There is no reason to limit this process to a single inheritance scheme. Implementation from different groups in the medical domain has shown the preference for multiple inheritance scheme [9] , [10] , in order to better fit the reality. This open the way to a network of concepts as an extension of the initial hierarchy to a direct acyclic graph. A widely distributed semantic network of this kind is the UMLS semantic network with 132 classes [11] .
This organizing process leads to a hierarchy and can accommodate any number of concepts. The boxes are indeed classes of concepts. In this context a hierarchy or a network is usually known as a typology of concepts. Another word to name it is ontology.
A typology of concepts (or ontology) is a multiple inheritance hierarchical classification of concepts. It has generally the form of a direct acyclic graph.
This definition is rather general and not all authors need or achieve this level of complexity in their implementation. To this point of view a single inheritance hierarchy is considered as a particular multiple inheritance hierarchy, and is therefore compatible with this definition.
Granularity of Concepts
The more or less fine grain of any typology is another debate. The UMLS 132 classes semantic network is only useful as a top level layer for future developments by different groups. It is a starting point for new developments and it has never been intended to be the final typology of the medical domain. But it lacks per se the level of details which is necessary for linguistic applications. On another hand, the GALEN typology with more than 6000 concepts, to be soon extended to 10000, achieves a degree of specificity for which different authors are looking for. However, there is a design cost as well as a maintenance cost to reach this level of specificity.
The Need for a Minimal Model
Anyway, whatever are the implementations, all authors have to organize the concepts they are processing, and they do. See [12] for a discussion on the need for modeling for NLP tools. Some groups claim explicitly that they have build their own typology, other groups are using existing typology (extracted from a nomenclature like SNOMED [13] ) and quite a few groups refrain themselves of doing any explicate organization of concepts. For those later, the opinion is that this is only a temporary solution, unless they limit themselves to small and restricted domains.
There is no way to escape some explicate classification of concepts when aiming at in-depth knowledge representation.
Organizing the concepts is the second category of knowledge necessary for medical linguistics. Any hierarchy embeds the possibility to classify its component concepts. This ordering brings the possibility to compare any two concepts by calculating their proximity through the distance to a common ancestor, and therefore to estimate their semantic proximity.
The second category of knowledge for medical linguistic is a typology of concepts able to classify the concepts of the domain.
The classification of concepts is the basis for natural language query. Querying a corpus of texts is probably the main target of NLP. In this situation one is faced to the problem of matching the concepts from a query expression to the concepts of the candidate texts to be retrieved. They will not be the same concepts in general and therefore some proximity matching is required. Typically a query may be Find all patients with bone trauma and the answer should include fracture, crushing, necrosis, etc. The concept cl_BoneTrauma and the concept cl_Fracture are not at the same level in the hierarchy of concepts. The second is a specialization of the first. This means that in a hierarchy cl_BoneTrauma is an ancestor of cl_fracture with a relatively closed proximity. This proximity will be taken into account to propose cl_Fracture as an adequate answer to the query cl_BoneTrauma, what is evidently correct.
The need for measurement of proximity may be satisfied by counting the nodes between a concept and its ancestor. However, one can imagine a more accurate method if for example a distance between nodes in the hierarchy itself is defined. This copes with possibly different granularities in two branches of the hierarchy.
Composition of Concepts
Primitive and composite concepts
When looking at different words or expressions pointing to concepts like neck or device on one hand, and conjunctivitis or chronic nonsuppurative destructive cholangitis on the other hand, one is faced to the problem of compositionality of concepts. In the first two examples the concepts appear atomic in the sense that there is no evidence of subconcepts which may by composition explain the present concept. On the contrary, in the last two examples there are evidence for the presence of more than on concept in the presented words or expressions. The word conjunctivitis is clearly made of two parts which are representations of the concepts cl_ConjunctiveTissue and cl_InflammationProcess. In the fourth example the given expression carries at least the following concepts : cl_Chronic, cl_Pus, cl_DestructiveEvolution, cl_Choledoc and cl_InflammationProcess. In one situation we are in the presence of primitive concepts, in the other one we have a composition of two or more concepts.
A primitive concept is a concept known by its position in the typology, which is understood as a natural kind (as defined below) relatively to its ancestor.
A composite concept is a concept which is defined by composition of two or more other concepts using specified relationships between concepts.
Natural Kinds
We have introduced in the primitive concept definition the notion of natural kind. This aspect has been studied by numerous authors and it is a basic point in modeling and knowledge representation [14] . For the sake of the present article we limit ourselves to an intuitive approach. Some concepts represent elementary objects which are not at all or not easily represented from the composition of other concepts. It is necessary to start any model from a convenient set of basic building blocks. The theory of natural kinds learns us about the existence of a natural hierarchy of objects before we start reasoning about them and elaborating any composition of them.
What is precisely the natural kinds is quite controversial. Indeed there exists multiple valid model of a given reality, and in each case the natural kinds and the composite concepts may be partially different. This is the choice of the author of the model, though not unilaterally. In fact the majority of authors agrees about what is natural kind resulting in isa link in the hierarchy, and what is composition of concepts. Differences in models are only on specific sensible parts. For example, there is a large consensus to enumerate body parts as natural kinds and isa links. On the other hand, only the most straightforward relationships are modeled and used in composite concepts. A typical example is that a cl_PathologicalProcess has a location which is a cl_BodyStructure. Such a statement insures that a disease is located in an organ or in a tissue like cl_Ovaritis composed by cl_InflammationProcess which hasLocation cl_Ovary.
Use and Abuse of Composition
Composition should not be used more than in the very clear situations where a precise relationship exists. This is really not always true and it would really not be a good solution to make a compositional model in situations related to anatomical conventions which do not obey to coherent scientific criteria.
For example the concept cl_HepaticArtery is somewhat linked to the liver but not exclusively because it also irrigates the stomach ! In this situation hepatic means a kind of neighborhood or a principal functionality amongst others. A composition like cl_Artery which irrigates cl_Liver would say more than the reality as it may be seen in the human body. For that reason the model is built with quite a few compositionality like cl_ArteryWhichHasLaterality or cl_LeftPulmonaryArtery as seen in figure 3 , but any single artery named in the model is appropriately entered as a natural kind or primitive concept.
Decomposition of Words
A given word does not necessarily point to only one concept. In particular when a word is the annotation of a composite concept, it is quite natural to expect some word decomposition into its parts which parallels the compositional scheme of the concept. This may be also true with primitive concepts. For example, the concept cl_Appendectomy is a composite concept of the form cl_Ablation which hasObject cl_Appendix. Its annotation in English is appendectomy and in French it is appendicectomie. In this case the word is easily decomposed into the root appendix and the suffix -ectomy, in both languages.
Let's consider another example like the word otitis. Clearly the decomposition gives two stems which are otmeaning ear and -itis meaning inflammation. In fact the stems are pointing to the concept cl_Ear and cl_InflammationProcess. Both concepts are present in the same word and they are linked together by some relationship which could be in this situation rel_HasLocation. This is not explicit in the word but it is deducible from general rules about the used language. This is confirmed by a model like Galen, which says that cl_Ear is a descendant of cl_BodyPart, and cl_InflammationProcess is a descendant of cl_BodyProcess. Because there exists in this model a sanctioning rule saying that a body process is linked to a body location, and that this sanction is represented by the relationship isLocationOf, it is quite natural to end with the composition cl_Ear which isLocationOf cl_InflammationProcess.
These basic operations
are the foundation for morphosemantic decomposition of words. Multiple groups since the sixties have worked in this direction[Pratt, Reichertz], but quite a few have reported substantial benefits. The reason is that word decomposition shifts the solution from a lexical approach to a somewhat conceptual approach. And people where may be not ready to such a move !
Make Explicite the Relationships
Any composition is made from two concepts linked by a relationship. But what is a relationship in a model ? Clearly, a relationship is a special sort of concept expressing a unit of thought about the way concepts interfere together. In the preceding example about cl_Otitis the relationship isLocationOf is the expression of a concept which could be named cl_PathologicalProcessLocation. Sowa has shown the fact that any relationship may be further reduced to more elementary relationships, and it is even possible to compose a model with a unique relationship named link [15] . This would certainly not be quite a practical solution, but it demonstrates what is the nature of relationships. Because they have the nature of concepts, relationships should be explicated in any given model and limited to the smallest set as possible. When relationships are too numerous, it is often the indication of a poor understanding of a given part of the domain. Many modelers have evacuated complex problems of the domain in miraculous relationships which are in fact just a name for this complex problem and not a solution (a decomposition into more elementary links)!
Sanctioning Rules
Therefore, it is strongly recommended to declare (with the goal to limit their number and to control them) all the possible links in a semantic network or model.
A sanctioning mechanism for relationships in a model is the enumeration of allowable links as well as the concepts on which they may operate.
Sanctioning statements in a model act as rules to validate any composition of concepts. There is no single relationship which is not sanctioned by a adequate statement. To do that, the typology is extremely useful through its inheritance mechanism. Indeed, a statement linking two high level concepts will be inherited to all the pairs of concepts which result from the combination two by two of the descendants of those high level concepts. This may easily be hundreds or thousands of pairs which are sanctioned by a unique statement. For example a sanction like cl_Fracture hasLocation cl_Bone will be valid for all bones and for all kind of fractures and it will perfectly sanctions something like cl_OpenFracture which hasLocation cl_Astragal. In the presence of 10 different types of fractures and more than 200 bones, this sanction is valid in more than 2000 situations.
There is immediately an objection to such a blind distribution of sanctions. Not every sanction is valid fpr all paiors of descendants. This is true and the sanctioning mechanism need a refutation system in order to cancel the diffusion of general rules in specific situations.
Validation of Co-occurrences
The corpus of sanctioning rules allows to validate any pair of concepts present in the knowledge representation of any natural language expression. When analyzing with NLP tools medical expressions from a clinical encounter, there is a need to retain only valid co-occurrences, that means to retain only the pairs of concepts which may be linked together according to an existing sanctioning statement (using the inheritance mechanism when needed). 
On the Need of Validations
Quite a common comment is that this category of knowledge is not strictly necessary. The argument is that the physician who dictates a text knows enough about medicine and what words may be used together. Therefore, there is no need of a computer validation which anyway will not be as good as the validation by expert physicians.
Such an argument seems trivially true and fully based on common sense. Indeed, expert physicians will be better than computers for many years, and there is no real competition at this level. But the need for validation is not really understood by this argument as above presented. The reality is the fact that NLP tools have to face ambiguous situations, where the syntactic information is not sufficient to decide what concept is linked to what concept. This is quite a common situation when dealing with conjunctions in expressions with a mix of nouns, adjectives and noun complements. For example the ICD9-CM (volume3) expression of code 01.21 is incision and drainage of cranial sinus. Such a sentence is syntactically perfectly ambiguous and there is no way from that text only to decide if the incision acts on the cranial sinus or not. An expert surgeon in neurosurgery will generally be in position to solve such an ambiguity, though there are situations where the two ambiguous solutions may be a priori meaningful. But for the NLP program, the call to semantic sanctioning rules is a must ! The problem is even more complex when we use dictation followed by voice recognition techniques which introduce some noise in the communication process and raise the probability of finding ambiguities.
Our conclusion is definitively in favor of sanctioning cooccurences. This is the only way to achieve robustness with NLP tools, and the lack of robustness is certainly the major impediment to a general usage of future NLP tools.
Scripts for sentence recognition
Up to now, we have seen how to put together part of sentences using concepts, relationships and co-occurrence rules. The next step towards a complete knowledge representation of medical utterances is to model the unit of the discourse under the form of sentences. This is not the last step because sentences have to assembled together into composite sentences and paragraphs, a technique known as discourse representation. This level of text understanding will not be considered in this article.
The goal of this section is to express the way part of sentences are linked together around a central verb or in the presence of multiple prepositions and conjunctions. Scripts are a form of knowledge which makes explicit the typical components which may be expected with a given concept generally (but not necessarily) instanciated in a verb.
A script is an aggregation of typical concepts around a central concept for the combination of specific syntactic roles when building natural language sentences.
The term syntactic role in the above definition is to be understood as one of the syntactic role in sentence like subject, direct object, indirect object or any prepositional object. These roles have of course to be redefined when the passive voice is used instead of the active voice. Any role in the sentence may be absent in a particular sentence unless specified as mandatory in the script.
Frames are possibly but not necessarily an solution to the same problem. If we understand a frame as defining a concept by a set of attribute / values pairs, it is conceivable to define specific attributes for the above mentioned syntactic role. The corresponding values specify the way to aggregate the part of speech when building a large sentence. For this reason, we can consider that the frames replace the script by some authors. Frames are indeed between the second and the fourth category of knowledge representation in medical linguistic.
The fourth category of knowledge for medical linguistic is the set of scripts that direct the aggregation of subsentences in the construction of well-behaved medical sentences.
Basic Categories of Knowledge in Medical Linguistic
Summary of Knowledge Categories
The above presentation has introduced four specific knowledge categories. These four categories of knowledge have already been described elsewhere by the author [16] . In summary, they are the following : There is no doubt that various implementations give different emphasizes on one or many of these categories. However, the presence of all four categories in a major application is certainly an exception today. This means that broad coverage of all knowledge aspects is still far from the reality and that state-of-the-art implementations are somewhat partial. Nevertheless, it seems clear to the authors that any large scale productive tool in the future will have to be mature in all categories, and certainly that if one or more categories are absent, any presently successful realization will be limited in its scope and potential for further improvements.
Any major and robust NLP application in the future has to deal with all four categories of knowledge. A significantly missing category will limit the scope and potential of the application.
Knowledge Sources by Category of Knowledge
In a recent review of available knowledge sources for medical linguistic purpose [17] , the authors have shown that, considered by category of knowledge looked for, the expected benefit of a given source may considerably vary. In fact, knowledge sources are rarely fruitful on all four categories, and there is no exception at all for the most larger one. This is a kind of evaluation of the remaining gap between today's situation and some ideal solution in the future.
To briefly remains the results of this survey of 6 different knowledge sources, the following comments are given :
· UMLS [18] is rich for its English vocabulary (category 1) and is useful for its typology (category 2).
· SNOMED International is very rich for its vocabulary (category 1) and the 12 axes of typology may be reused (category 2).
· ICD9 and ICD10 [19] do not provide directly usable information, but have a potential benefit from extraction of knowledge. This is especially true when considering the multilingual point of view.
· GALEN has a ready to use typology (category 2) and a good set of semantic rules (category 3). However, its vocabulary is still restricted.
· MED presents a vocabulary of significant size (category 1), and a frame based system (category 4).
· « Text books and large corpora » as issued from medical records are other sources from which one may think to semi-automatically extract semantic rules of co-occurrence (category 3).
The good news from this survey is that there is at least one representative knowledge source for each category. For category 1, the extension of available lexicons is good only for the English language and weak for other languages. The is clearly the difficulty to coherently collect knowledge issued from so many different sources. Numerous problems of coverage, precision, expected quality and implementation, just to name a few, are well known pitfalls. Any funding or investment for the purpose of unifying knowledge representation scheme would be warmly welcome.
A Robust Strategy for Indexing and Concept Retrieval
The Problem to Solve
The general problem of analyzing medical texts and searching specific utterances by successive queries on the knowledge representation of those texts is far from being solved by the forthcoming NLP tools. Nevertheless, beside this long term goal, there are alternative approaches in position of bringing substantial benefits for the medical community and to have a chance of productive use and market dissemination in a near future. The authors confess that they have long been tracking only the ultimate long-term goals, but they now have partially shifted their mind. Though they do maintain a solid basement build on a formal model of the domain, they partly reassign resources to the search of robust and simplified solutions, with less ambition and somewhat limited goals.
The discovery was that diagnosis encoding using NLP tools was a fruitful terrain for effective solutions. This is true for at least three reasons : First, there is a strong need from the medical community to improve the quality of patient encoding. Second, there are indeed effective solutions to be implemented in a couple of months. Third, the available classifications for patient encoding are widespread and in common use through the world. This leads to the implementation of an ICD browser, using NLP techniques implemented in multiple languages, and now being on the market place. But there is another most astonishing result from that experience. It is the fact that the method used can be generalized to a knowledge representation and retrieval method per se. This is the goal of this section to present this method in abstracto and to argue about its results, its value, its robustness and its potential for new applications.
Reformulation of the Problem
A reformulated solution-oriented version of the general knowledge representation and retrieval problem is the following :
Being given two expressions in natural language, the problem is to semantically assess their relative distance.
A metric defined for the sake of measurement of the semantic distance between two expressions provides quantification of the degree of neighborhood under the form of a score of proximity.
A metric brings arguments for the selection of pertinent expressions amongst others in answer to a query.
Some explanations are needed about this statement. The problem of querying a corpus of texts is resumed to the situation of a quantitative comparison of two natural language expressions. One expression is the query, the other one pertains to the set of expressions being the corpus of texts onto which is addressed the query. A two by two comparison may be performed on any number of pairs depending on the complexity of the query and the size of the corpus of texts. The availability of a score of proximity allows to classify these pairs and by definition of a threshold value to adjust what is part of the answer and what is rejected.
When a theoretically ideal solution is searched for, a syntax analysis of both expressions is necessary, extended complete medical lexicons should be there, a reduction of word into their basic form is required, concepts underlying the expressions have to be explicited together with their relationships, and sophisticated techniques are necessary in order « to understand » the text. Numerous pitfalls are present on this way and up to today no author claims having a general solution. The main difficulty comes from the versatility of human beings when using natural languages. There are so many alternative paths for the expression of human thought that any ultimate process to grasp the content of a text presents a complexity somewhere between a normal computer program and a human brain. Is there a trick to simplify the problem and its corresponding solution ? Is there a simpler way to express proximity of sentences without the ultimate knowledge representation pursuing all the details and nuances ?
The answer is yes but at the cost of loosing part of the information embedded in the text. There is no doubt that some simplification of the process has to accepted somewhere. This is a prerequisite. Then, a good solution is the one able to maintain rigor with the most relevant knowledge in the text and to simplify the treatment of other aspects.
Such a solution has been demonstrated in a recent experiment by the authors. The main traits of this technique are exposed below in a few steps which are given as an abstract algorithm, without implementation considerations. This presentation is followed by a discussion of the authors experience, the present results and the pitfalls and potential benefits of such a method.
An Algorithm for Robust Text Indexing
Text decomposition.
Decompose the text to be analyzed, even using arbitrary methods which possibly do not totally respect the natural structure of the text but keep the meaning, in a set of small sentences of maximum 10 words.
Removal of stop words.
Possibly remove also words which are very frequent and therefore may be not discriminant.
Search for basic forms.
Transform the words into their basic form, i.e. nouns at singular and adjectives at masculine singular for French.
Typology of concepts.
Collect all the possible concepts and, facultatively, organize the concepts in a typology (or take an existing typology).
Search for underlying concepts.
Transform the words or group of words into their underlying concepts using dictionaries and morphosemantic decomposition. If possible maintain an order of the extracted concepts regarding the order of the words in the sentence.
Collection of significant expressions.
Establish a set of significant expressions typical of the domain and relatively frequent.
Definition of a classification hierarchy.
Facultatively, organize this set of expressions in a hierarchy with multiple levels. Alternatively use a classification of the domain if it exists.
Elaboration of a thesaurus.
Facultatively but strongly recommended, create or find a thesaurus of expressions carrying the same meaning or complementary meaning to each significant expressions. There is no limit to the number of thesaurus expressions : the bigger this number, the better the retrieval.
9. Concepts matching and score of proximity.
Design an efficient algorithm to match the concepts belonging to two expressions. This algorithm should take into account the existence of a typology and its inheritance scheme. Calculate a semantic score of proximity.
Indexing of expressions.
Discriminate the representative expressions using the semantic score regarding a pre-specified threshold. Consider the expressions ID as the index of the text under scrutiny.
11. Query of the system. Formulate a query to the system in natural language and process this query as above.
Selection of relevant parts.
Match the indexes of the text and the indexes of the query. Define a matching strategy in the presence of multiple indexes for a single expression and/or query.
Example with Diagnosis Encoding
The authors' initial experiment of this algorithm is an application for patient encoding of diagnosis using natural language input. This application is based on the ICD10 classification and has been implemented in several languages [20] . It is briefly described here as an illustration of the different steps as given in the preceding section.
Step 1 of decomposition has not to be done because the search is done on user input with a recommendation to type a few relevant words. Steps 2 and 3 are simple and merits no special comment.
Step 4 is the collection of concepts. For each language, it has been achieved in three phases : 1. Extraction of all the words of the ICD10 classification (>30'000 items) ; 2. Decomposition of words into their parts or morpho-semantems [21] (>17'000 items) ; 3. Aggregation of similar parts (9'000 items) . Each of the nearly 9'000 aggregates has to be considered as a concept. They are simply represented by an internal number. In this present approach, there is no organization of concepts in a typology. In order to illustrate what is the notion of concept in this implementation, the following parts of words are grouped in a single concept: ERYTHR-, ERYTHRASMA, ERYTHREMIE, ERYTHREMIQUE, ERYTHRO-, ERYTHROCYTAIRE, ERYTHROCYTE, ERYTHROCYTO-, ERYTHROCYTOSE, ERYTHROPOI-ESE, ERYTHROPOIETIQUE, ERYTHROSE. This is clearly a rather rough level of detail and in fact different meanings coexist in such a representation. But the rule to follow when grouping parts of words is the efficiency of the final implementation. The above grouping is perfectly adequate when searching ICD10 diagnosis.
Step 5 is based on a table of words / concepts as issued from step 4.
Steps 6 to 8 is given for free in this application because ICD10 is a classification of more than 12'000 significant diagnosis, organized in a 5 to 6 levels hierarchy, and complemented by a thesaurus of more than 9'000 descriptive expressions. In addition we have added another locally available thesaurus of more than 20'000 expressions to improve the basic knowledge of this system.
Steps 9 and 10 is the matching procedure which is interactive in this situation, simplifying the problem of a final selection of the most accurate diagnosis expression and escaping the problem to discriminate good solution from the noise, or modifying the input when a silence is suspected. The presence of a medical expert at the computer terminal makes feasible this strategy. However, silence and noise are rather limited in this application. When operated at the lowest sensitivity (this means retrieve only for the highest score of proximity), the system answers with one to three diagnosis. It would be perfectly feasible to select the one diagnosis with the highest score as a single candidate if running in a batch mode or any similar strategy.
Steps 11 and 12 are not relevant in the current interactive setting and therefore are not implemented.
In such an interactive application, one is faced with the problems of noise and silence. Noise is not a problem if not above a 20 to 30 % level, because users may easily discriminate. However, silence can kill an application because there is never any warning about such a situation ; it should be nearly null even at the expense of creating some noise.
What clearly results from this experiment is the fact that a substantial amount of knowledge from another source has been reused. ICD10 is indeed a source of knowledge about diagnosis and, with its alphabetical index, in contains more than 50'000 expressions with a large international consensus. Nevertheless, it is true that it is more oriented towards statistics and epidemiology than clinics. Despite the fact that this classification has never been designed with any orientation in favor of NLP tools, the current experience demonstrates the benefits of a robust indexing methods based on an existing classification. There is no reason not to imagine a successful implementation with signs and symptoms.
The Knowledge Representation Challenge
This section deals with the quality of knowledge representation in the above method compared to an hypothetical ideal solution. It evaluates the risk behind the different proposed simplifications and the possible weak points in order to focus on possible improvements. Point 1 introduces the idea of text decomposition into small sentences if possible not larger than 10 words. This seems a severe impediment and a limit to the expressiveness of physicians when writing about their patients. The reason for that constrain is that this method should be limited to a maximum number of concepts to be retrieved from any expression. If not, there is a danger to have situations where two expressions are mixed in one sentence leading to cross combination of concepts and confusing co-occurrences. The above algorithm do not keep track of the order of the found concepts. This is better understood with an example.
The following situation road accident resulting in fracture of femur and nose hemorrhage is a 10 words sentence. It has a conjunction which is often a signal for cutting the sentence because it has two distinct components. If this sentence is not cut a query with fracture of nose will be successful though it is wrong. If the sentence is cut at the conjunction, this problem disappear. In fact a too simplistic cut may raise another problem : in the above solution, « road accident » would be separated from « nose hemorrhage » despite it is wrong ! In a future implementation the order of concept will be stored in accordance to the order of the words in the expression, and a ponderation should forbid the association of too far concepts.
The order of concepts is thought as not really significant with a small number of concept, but it certainly introduced a bias with a large number of concepts. A break even point at five concepts has been empirically defined (corresponding to 5 to 10 words). There are two solutions : either the original text is writen having in mind this need for not too large utterances, or the decomposition is automatically performed with a risk of separating concepts belonging to the same unique idea. We think that the first solution is probably convenient in many situations without too much constraints on the medical text authors. With the second solution we still have to evaluate the sensibility to the problem of exceeding concepts which is not necessarily too much relevant.
Point 2 is the removal of stop words. There is practically no risk of loosing information here, even when removing words with excess of zeal. Because this methods do not deal with relationships between concepts, removal of the most frequent prepositions, the common adverbs and all the determiners is recommended.
Nevertheless, the loose of relationships between concepts is certainly the main loose in the power of representation of the embedded knowledge from the present method. It is acceptable because we currently have some limits to the most adequate treatment of relationships between concepts and our semantic understanding of all kind of links is still to be improved.
Point 3 is the transformation of words to their basic forms and the techniques of guessing the basic form together with a dictionary of exceptions has proved to be excellent. This step has therefore no negative impact on the quality of knowledge representation.
Point 4 is the establishment of a list of concepts with links to the multiple annotations either by words or by morpho semantems. This is certainly a good idea to organize the concepts in a typology, but this means entering the world of modeling which is deep and never ended. It has to be pointed out that this task is recommended especially if reuse of an existing typology is possible, but it is not mandatory and could be postponed. The existence of a good typology may significantly improve the quality of knowledge representation. Its absence will with no doubt limit the query capabilities.
Point 5 is the extraction of the concepts from the expressions which is an operation based on semantic dictionaries prepared in advance. We have used a morpho semantic scheme [3] for the decomposition of words which leads to a good representation into concepts. This task is somewhat complicated in the presence of multiple words annotation of a primitive concept, because additional words may be interspersed. Special care should be given to this problem in order to achieve a good result. Point 6 is the establishment of a significant list of expressions to cover the domain under scrutiny. The collected expressions are considered as an index or a set of key words of the domain and therefore have to be carefully worked out. There should be one and only one expression relevant to any found situation. The degree of coverage to some granularity is important because it defines the sensitivity of the system. However, the present aspect may be improved at any time without adverse consequence on the rest of the system. Such a creation task requires skill from its author and cannot be managed without care. This is a strong advantage to be in position to gain access to an existing classification in the domain.
The list of expressions should be representative of the domain and expressed in the language of the future queries. For example one may imagine to index the motives for hospitalization. In a given hospital one may select 200 expressions as representative of the needed degree of granularity. Another hospital may choose to work with more details on this subject and therefore will establish a list of 500 expressions. In both cases the expressions are writen in the most common user language. These remarks are also valid for point 8.
Point 7 is to build a classification of the above list of expressions of the domain. This means to build a hierarchy of expressions with multiple levels by successive grouping of expression with good semantic proximity. A single inheritance hierarchy is most certainly sufficient and therefore recommended. This step is not mandatory, but the existence of a comprehensive classification may significantly improve the quality of knowledge representation. Its absence will with no doubt limit the query capabilities.
In the above example about motives for hospitalization, the main groups could be urgency, internal medicine problems, elective surgery, motives by specialty, psychiatric hospitalization and social cases. Under urgency one may find surgery, internal medicine and psychiatry. Under surgery one can continue with cardiac surgery, digestive surgery, urology, etc. Under each of those labels one can imagine 5 to 10 detailed motives. The hierarchisation is a matter of local practice and should be done with enough precision in order not to find ambiguities and misunderstanding with any new case. Point 8, the construction of a thesaurus of expressions, is the most significant step where semi-heuristic knowledge may be added to the system. Semi-heuristic knowledge is coming from the field and practical experience and is supposed to require much less resources than heuristic knowledge like a model of the domain. Automatic acquisition of thesaurus may be considered. The more resources given to the thesaurus, the higher the quality of indexing.
Why is the above knowledge specified as semi-heuristic ? In fact the establishment of a thesaurus is a double task : first, to empirically collect typical expressions as used about the specific domain ; this is quite a pragmatic approach and such a collection may be later augmented by new expressions issued from daily usage of the system. This is not an heuristic process. Second, each expression has to be linked to an entry of the classification ; such a modeling process is clearly an heuristic step. To take both aspects into account, the final result is therefore named semi-heuristic.
Point 9 is to match concepts originated from two expressions. Quantitative evaluation of the result is required. The inherent difficulty of the method is the need to adjust the matching at a level between silence and noise. In the presence of multiple concepts in both expressions, one cannot require a total matching without the risk of silence. On the other side a too much partial matching will increase the noise because of the increase of accidental combinations. It is important at this point to highlight the role of a quantitative evaluation of the degree of matching. This is be achieved by a semantic score, and the adjustment of a internal threshold established from some relevant criteria. Such a score may be difficult to design, but different tracks seem possible. First, if the order of words is taken into account in the initial expressions, the bigger the distance between two selected words, the smaller is the score of proximity. Second, each descriptive expression may be pondered by a semantic proximity coefficient: the higher is the coefficient, the higher is the score. Third, if the match is inherited from a match on an ancestor, the score should be diminished. Multiple solutions have to experienced in order to finally find a score of some significance.
Point 10 shows how to index a given expression relatively to the set of significant expressions in the domain, using the semantic coefficient of proximity. The number of found indexes is directly related to the threshold adjustment as seen above. It is important to define this limit with care, in order to retain just the semantically significant indexes and no more than this.
Point 11 describes the formulation of a query and its processing which is similar to the above described treatment for expressions. A query is in fact made of one or more expressions. Using exactly the same treatment for queries than for expressions insures a qualitatively similar result. Loss of knowledge representation is done in a similar fashion and without bias one to the other. Point 12 highlights the relevant parts of the text according to the expressions with positive match regarding the formulated query.
Discussion of the Method
In summary, we can mention the following points as positive to the point of view of the knowledge representation achieved by the present method. Knowledge of the domain is specifically introduced in the following way :
· by a set of concepts if possible modeled in a typology of the domain, · by a classification of significant expressions of the domain, · by a thesaurus of similar expressions acting as a nonheuristic source of knowledge.
Loss of knowledge comes mainly from the simplified method and may be explicated as follow :
· limited representation of the order of concepts, · loose of relationships between concepts · indexation on expressions arbitrary limited in size, · no co-occurrence of concepts and context analysis, · limited deepness of details in concept specification, etc.
In the balance, we can see a number of positive points which brings part of the necessary knowledge for an adequate representation of medical text utterances. The positive points are certainly not able to balance the loss of knowledge capture due to the simplified method. However, the balance is better than expected at a first sight, at least in some specific situation. Our experience with diagnosis encoding has proved the value of the method. We are convinced to be in position to extend it in different domains like signs and symptoms and nursing notes just to name a few.
Conclusion
In the last International conference of IMIA working group 6 held in Vevey, Switzerland, 1994, the first author challenged the audience about the availability of NLP tools on the health care market before the end of the decade. He insists on the necessity to land with pragmatic applications and addressing the needs of clinicians in their daily practice. At halfway of this time interval, such a proposal is even more of actuality. The funding bodies in Europe require practical solutions and connection with industrial partners. When such conditions are not met, resources are scarce. A similar trend is also observed in the US.
The challenge has been partially met with an successful experiment of natural language entries used for patient encoding. This is clearly a subdomain limited to the expressions of diagnosis and procedures, giving the advantage of a well focused scope. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that NLP techniques are useful and brings beneficial results. The basic algorithm which as been described has certainly a potential of development in other subdomains of medicine. The lesson is clear: bringing some simplifications to the requirements in knowledge representation alleviates the general design without intolerable weakening of the overall process, allowing useful applications in shorter time frame.
NLP tools are unavoidable in a early future. For the same reason than PC and word processing systems dramatically changed the usage of typewriters during the eighties, conceptual approaches in computer applications have the power to trigger a strong mutation in the next decade. The nature of human beings will definitively favors natural language interfaces and when mature enough, there will be no way to escape them. The natural language revolution is at the door: it is realistic to open it.
